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QUESTION 1

In a Microsoft Visual Studio solution, you include an existing shared BizTalk Server 2010 project that is used by more
than one BizTalk application. You specify that the shared BizTalk project will be deployed to the same BizTalk
application as the other BizTalk projects in the solution. During deployment of the BizTalk project from Visual Studio,
you receive the following error: Failed to add resource(s). Resource (-Type="System.BizTalk:BizTalkAssembly"
Luid="Contoso.SharedComponent, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=c4b6d1ca34bb90c0") is already
in store and is either associated with another application or with another type. You need to deploy the projects of the
solution that reference the shared BizTalk project without errors. 

What should you do? 

A. Open Configuration Manager and clear the Deploy check box for all BizTalk projects. Then build and deploy the
solution. 

B. Use the BizTalk Administration console to import a copy of the MSI package of the shared component into every
BizTalk application. 

C. Use the BizTalk Administration console to export the assemblies as a Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) package for
the BizTalk solution. 

D. Open Configuration Manager and clear the Deploy check box for the shared BizTalk project. Then build and deploy
the solution. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A BizTalk Server 2010 solution uses an orchestration that performs several actions. The orchestration uses Expression
shapes and Message Assignment shapes. The orchestration has no Scope shapes and the Transaction Type property
is set to None. Occasionally, an XLANG exception is thrown in the orchestration. The exception is not handled and the
orchestration goes into a suspended state. You need to catch the exception and handle the error. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Add an exception handler. Set the Exception Object Type property to
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException. 

B. Set the Transaction Type property of the orchestration to Long Running. Set the Compensation property of the
orchestration to Default. 

C. Add a Scope shape to the orchestration. Place all Expression and Message Assignment shapes within this scope. 

D. Add an exception handler. Set the Exception Object Type property to System.SystemException. 

Correct Answer: AC  

 

QUESTION 3
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A BizTalk Server 2010 orchestration consumes a Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) service. A
request-response call to the WCF service is made inside a non- transactional scope. The scope has an exception
handler that has its Exception Object Type property set to the type of the fault operation returned from the service. The
handler receives the fault message. The WCF service throws a typed fault exception named WidgetException. You
need to extract the exceptions detail node from the fault message. 

What should you do in the WCF send port configuration? 

A. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the outbound WCF message body by
selecting Template. In the XML expression box, enter the XML of the WidgetException message. 

B. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the inbound BizTalk message body by
selecting Path and entering the XPath expression for the WidgetException node. 

C. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the inbound WCF message body by selecting
BizTalk Request Message Body. 

D. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the inbound BizTalk message body by
selecting Envelope (soap:Envelope). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A supplier sends messages that they sign with a certificate to a BizTalk Server 2010 application. You need to ensure
that the received messages are signed with the certificate. What should you do? 

A. Use the XMLTransmit pipeline. 

B. Use a custom pipeline that leverages the MIME/SMIME encoder component. 

C. Use a custom pipeline that leverages the MIME/SMIME decoder component. 

D. Use the XMLReceive pipeline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a BizTalk Server 2010 map. The input schema contains multiple orders in one message. Each order
has an Amount field. The output schema contains records named FulfillmentItem with a Price element. Only those
orders with an amount greater than 1000 should map to the output schema. You need to add logic to the map to filter
out any orders that have an amount less than or equal to 1000. 

What should you do? 

A. Drag a Greater Than functoid onto the map. Connect the first input of the functoid to the Amount field in the order
schema and assign a value of 1000 in the second input. Connect the output of the functoid to the FulfillmentItem record
node of the output schema. 
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B. Drag a Less Than functoid onto the map. Connect the first input of the functoid to the Amount field in the order
schema and assign a value of 1000 in the second input. Connect the output of the functoid to the FulfillmentItem record
node of the output schema. 

C. Drag a Value Mapping functoid onto the map. Connect the first input of the functoid to the Amount field in the order
schema and connect the record node of the order schema to the second input. Connect the output of the functoid to the
FulfillmentItem record node of the output schema. 

D. Drag a Greater Than functoid onto the map. Connect the first input of the functoid to the Amount field in the order
schema and assign a value of 1000 in the second input. Connect the output of the functoid to the Price element of the
FulfillmentItem record node of the output schema. 

Correct Answer: A 
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